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Abstract
The majority of systems that participated in the BioASQ8 challenge are based on BioBERT model [1]. We
adopt a different approach in our participation in the BioASQ9B challenge by taking advantage of large
biomedical language models that are built on ELECTRA [2] and ALBERT [3] architectures, including
both BioM-ELECTRA and BioM-ALBERT [4]. Moreover, we examine the advantage of transferability [5]
between BioASQ and other text classification tasks such as The Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference
(MultiNLI) [6]. Our results show that both BioM-ELECTRA and BioM-ALBERT significantly outperform
the BioBERT model on the BioASQ9B task.
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1. Introduction

BioBERT model [7] represents the early success of domain adaptation of BERT [8] model in
the biomedical domain. BioBERT model shows impressive results on the BioASQ7B challenge
by taking the lead on most five batches of BioASQ7B challenge [9]. Furthermore, the BioBERT
model is used in the majority of biomedical models that competed in the BioASQ8 challenge
[1]. However, since the introduction of BERT model in 2018, new Transformer-based models
have been introduced to NLP community including RoBERTa [10], ELECTRA [2], XLNET [11],
MegaTron-LM [12], and ALBERT [3]. An adaptation of some of these models to the biomedical
domain have been introduced later as BioRoBERTA [13], BioMegaTron [14] and PubMedBERT
[15]. Additionally, we have introduced both BioM-ELECTRA and BioM-ALBERT models [4].
Both models are large-scale models that are adapted to the biomedical domain by pretraining
both on Pubmed abstracts.

As noted earlier, a majority of participant systems in the BioASQ8B challenge are based on
the BioBERT base-scale model. This motivates us to examine the effectiveness of large-scale
biomedical models. The main findings of our investigations are that:

(i) Both BioM-ALBERT and BioM-ELECTRA, models that we have recently developed are
effective in addressing both BioASQ factoid and list questions.

(ii) Treating BioASQ yes/no question as a classification problem is an effective approach that
can lead to competitive performance.
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2. System Description

We use large-scale biomedical language models, which is one of the primary differences between
our system and other prior systems that participated in the BioASQ8B challenge. In our
participation in the BioASQ9B challenge, we use both our models BioM-ELECTRA and BioM-
ALBERT models [4].

2.1. BioM-ELECTRA

ELECTRA is a model that was built upon the idea of Transformer encoder, and attention
mechanism [16] that BERT model uses. However, the ELECTRA model introduces novelty to
the loss function by eliminating Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) objective, which is a similar
decision taken by the RoBERTA model [10]. Moreover, ELECTRA improves the loss function
by incorporating ideas from GAN model [17] where it generates corrupted (fake) tokens by
employing a small Masked Language Model (MLM). Then, a discriminator model will judge
those corrupted tokens and decide if they are "original" or "replaced" tokens.

To shift the contextual representation of ELECTRA, we pretrain ELECTRA on PubMed
abstracts using specific domain vocabulary learned from PubMed abstracts. We pretrain our
BioM-ELECTRA for 434K steps using TPUv3-512 units with a batch size of 4096.

2.2. BioM-ALBERT

ALBERT model [3] takes a similar decision to ELECTRA regarding the loss function by dropping
Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) function. Furthermore, ALBERT introduces a self-supervised
loss for sentence-order prediction (SOP) objective. Additionally, the ALBERT model improves
the efficiency of the Transformer model by introducing both parameter-sharing and factorization
of embedding layers techniques. The Parameter-sharing technique improves the architecture
by reducing the parameters redundancy inside the model.

On the other hand, factorization of embedding layers allows the model to increase its hidden
layer size up to 4096 while having only 235M parameters in the case of ALBERT-xxlarge. We
build BioM-ALBERTxxlarge by pretraining ALBERTxxlarge on PubMed Abstracts using TPUv3-
512 unit for 264K steps and a batch size of 8192. Similar to BioM-ELECTRA, we also pretrain
BioM-ALBERT on PubMed abstracts only.

Table 1 shows the architecture design and the reported results [4] of our models on SQuAD2.0
[18] and BioASQ7B-Factoid tasks against other SOTA models. We include this table to show
a head-to-head comparison between different architectures that have have been used by par-
ticipants’ systems in the BioASQ9B challenge [19]. We should also note that it is a common
practice in the literature to fine-tune the biomedical language model on the the SQuAD dataset
first and then on the BioASQ dataset. The reason to follow this approach because SQuAD2.0
dataset has more than 130K examples, which is much larger than the BioASQ dataset.



Table 1
Results of BioM-ALBERT and BioM-ELECTRA on BioASQ7B-Factoid Task. Evaluation metrics are F1
score for SQuAD task and Mean Reciprocal Rank MRR for BioASQ task. We use reported results
of BioBERT-Base, BioBERT-Large, and BioMegaTron [14]; PubMedBERT, BioM-ELECTRA and BioM-
ALBERT [4].

Model #Parameters #Hidden Size SQuAD2.0 BioASQ7B-Factoid

BioBERT-Base 110M 768 - 41.1
BioM-ELECTRA-Base 110M 768 84.4 52.3
PubMedBERT-PMC-base 110M 768 80.9 51.9
BioBERT-Large 335M 1024 - 50.1
BioMegaTron345m 345M 1024 84.2 52.5
BioM-ELECTRA-Large 335M 1024 88.3 54.1
BioM-ALBERT-xxLarge 235M 4096 87.0 56.9

3. Experimental Setup

3.1. Pre-Processing phase

For BioASQ9B factoid and list questions, we converted all questions to SQuADv1.1 format.
Therefore, we duplicate the snippet (context) for each question in the training and test dataset
instead of having a group of snippets and one corresponding question. For yes/no questions,
we adopted a binary classification approach to solve this task by having the context (snippet)
as "sentence 1", questions as "sentence 2" and the answer (yes/no) as a "label." We use a pre-
processing script developed by [15] to generate the BioASQ classification dataset.

3.2. Environmental Design

We fine-tune our models on factoid and list questions using Google Cloud Compute Engine with
TPUv3-8 units and TensorFlow 1.15. For the yes/no task, we use the Hugging-face Transformers
library [20] and V100 GPU on the Google Colab Pro environment.

3.3. Hyperparameters

For factoid and list questions, we use the same hyperparameters settings that we use in our
previous work [4] as shown in Table 2. We made this decision to examine the consistency
and reproducibility of both BioM-ELECTRA and BioM-ALBERT on the BioASQ9B challenge.
For the yes/no question, we use the training and testing dataset of the BioASQ8B challenge to
determine our choices of hyperparameters.

3.4. Task-to-Task Transfer Learning

The early work done by [5] and [21] shows that the transferability (Task-to-Task Transfer
Learning) between general domain tasks such as MultiNLI [6] and SQuAD helps to improve
the results on SQuAD and BioASQ8B tasks. We did a similar approach by fine-tuning both
BioM-ALBERT and BioM-ELECTRA on the MNLI task, then SQuAD, and later on the BioASQ



Table 2
Details of fine-tuning hyperparameters that we use for both BioM-ALBERT and BioM-ELECTRA.
(MSL=Max Seq. Length)

Task Model Learning Rate Batch Epochs MSL

Factoid/List BioM-ELECTRA 2e-5 24 4 512
Factoid/List BioM-ALBERT 1e-5 128 3 384
Yes/No All our models 3e-5 8 5 256

training dataset. We investigate and report the impact of this transferability on BioASQ9B in
the result section.

4. Results and Discussion

We participated in the BioASQ9B challenge under the name "UDEL-LAB". Our reported results
in this section are obtained from the BioASQ9B official leader board. We participate in the
BioASQ9B-Factoid challenge starting from batch 3, and we use batch 2 to test the format of
our submission. Therefore, we only include results of BioASQ-Factoid challenge starting from
batch 3. We participated in yes/no, and list questions on batch five only since both types of
tasks require extra pre-processing that we could not develop at early stage.

4.1. Factoid Task

Table 3 shows the results of our system on the BiASQ9B-Factoid challenge. We show only the
top five systems for each batch based on the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) score. The Fudan
University team participated with four systems under the name of ir_sys [19]. Their systems
combined SpanBERT [22], PubMedBERT [15] and XLNet models [11]. On other hand, "bio-
answerfinder" system uses the BioELECTRA model [23], which they have developed early based
on ELECTRA architecture. The result of BioM-ALBERT and BioM-ELECTRA against other
models on both batch three and batch five suggests that our models has more consistency on
the BioASQ performance than other models. Results also highlight that language model scale is
a dominant factor on the performance of BioASQ-Factoid questions. Only large-scale models
that are based on ALBERT-xxlarge, ELECTRA-large, and XLNET are taking the lead in all three
batches.

On the other hand, using the transferability between MNLI and SQuAD tasks improves the
score of our systems in the third batch by almost 2% in MRR score. However, this improvement
is not consistent in both batch 4 and 5. We attribute this inconsistency to the fact that the fine-
tuning layer of BERT-like models is randomly initialized. This randomness causes a fluctuation
in the results, especially if we have small evaluation data set [15]. On the other hand, the score
of BioM-ALBERT and BioM-ELECTRA in both batches 3 and 5 suggest that having an ensemble
model could help further improve the results.



Table 3
Results of BioM-ALBERT and BioM-ELECTRA on BioASQ9B-Factoid Task. Strict Acc. is based on the
evaluation of the first predicted answer by the system. Lenient Acc. is based on whether the system
returns the exact answer in the top five predicted answers.

Batch Model Strict Acc. Lenient Acc. MRR

BioM-ALBERTxxlarge+MNLI+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.5405 0.7027 0.6149
Ir_sys2 0.5946 0.6486 0.6135

9B Batch 3 BioM-ALBERTxxlarge+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.5405 0.6757 0.5946
BioM-ELECTRA-large+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.5135 0.7027 0.5923
bio-answerfinder 0.5676 0.5946 0.5811
Ir_sys1 0.6429 0.7857 0.6929
Ir_sys2 0.6071 0.7500 0.6464

9B Batch 4 BioM-ELECTRA-large+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.5357 0.7857 0.6351
BioM-ELECTRA-large+MNLI+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.5000 0.7857 0.6321
BioM-ALBERTxxlarge+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.5357 0.7143 0.5982
BioM-ELECTRA-large+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.5000 0.7222 0.5880
BioM-ELECTRA-large+MNLI+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.4722 0.6944 0.5694

9B Batch 5 finetuning1 0.5000 0.6667 0.5671
BioM-ALBERTxxlarge+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.4444 0.7222 0.5588
BioM-ALBERTxxlarge+MNLI+SQuAD+BioASQ 0.4722 0.6667 0.5556

Table 4
Results of BioM-ALBERT and BioM-ELECTRA on BioASQ9B challenge for a list and yes/no questions.
Official evaluation metrics for Yes/No task is Macro-F1 score, and for List questions is F-Measure. We
only participated in batch five for these type of questions.

Task Model #Rank Score

BioM-ALBERTxxlarge+MNLI+SQuAD+BioASQ #1 0.5175
BioM-ALBERTxxlarge+SQuAD+BioASQ #2 0.4927

List Ir_sys2 #3 0.4804
BioM-ELECTRA-large+SQuAD+BioASQ #7 0.4031
BioM-ELECTRA-large+MNLI+BioASQ #8 0.3936
KU-DMIS-2 #1 0.8246

Yes/No BioM-ALBERTxxlarge+SQuAD+BioASQ #4 0.7564
BioM-ELECTRA-large+SQuAD+BioASQ #5 0.6801

4.2. List and Yes/No Tasks

Table 4 shows the results of our system on the BiASQ9B List and Yes/No challenge. In the list
task, our systems ranked in first and second place. We achieved this score for list questions
despite using the same hyperparameters that we use for the factoid task. On yes/no task, BioM-
ALBERT performs significantly better than BioM-ELECTRA but falls behind the performance
of "KU-DMIS-2" system, which uses BioBERT-Large [19]. We should also note that the number
of both list questions (18) and yes/no (19) questions are relatively smaller than factoid questions
(36). Tasks with small data sets usually are sensitive to hyperparameter choice and fluctuate



between each fine-tuning run, especially in the case of binary classification (yes/no) task.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We demonstrate that BioM-ELECTRA and BioM-ALBERT models are effective in addressing the
BioASQ challenge. Our systems take the lead in two batches of factoid tasks and by a significant
margin (2%) in batch 5. Additionally, we show that applying transferability between MNLI and
SQuAD led our systems to score at first place on factoid (batch 3) and list (batch 5) questions.
For future work, we plan to build a large ensemble QA system based on both BioM-ELECTRA
and BioM-ALBERT to address the BioASQ and pandemic challenges.
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